Girls Longboard (13-15)
1. Maddy Blauer, Encinitas

Girls Longboard (16-18)
1. Larissa Lambrou

Boys Longboard (9-12)
1. Joey Costello, San Marcos

Boys Longboard (13-15)
1. Austin Sonnier, San Diego
2. Nick Anderberg, Encinitas
3. Jack Costello, San Marcos

Boys Longboard (16-18)
1. Colin Andrews, Rancho Bernardo

Girls Shortboard (9-12)
1. Sydney Kay, Encinitas

Girls Shortboard (13-15)
1. Malia Osterkamp, San Clemente
2. Kaitlin Ray, San Diego

Girls Shortboard (16-18)
1. Larissa Lambrou, Solana Beach

Boys Shortboard (13-15)
1. Kevin Schulz, San Clemente
2. Jay Christenson, Pacific Beach
3. Taylor Mathiesen, Carlsbad
4. Gabriel Retzer, Carlsbad

Boys Shortboard (16-18)
1. Levi Gregory, San Clemente
2. Taylor Mathiesen, Carlsbad
3. Colin Andrews, Rancho Bernardo

The surf at DMJ’s was on the small size but a clean 2 to 3 foot. Competitors and their families enjoyed the warm water, summer waves and a great venue at DMJ’s.